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CONVERGENCE RATES OF LIMIT THEOREMS IN RANDOM

CHORD DIAGRAMS

J. E. PAGUYO

Abstract. We study the asymptotic distributions of the number of crossings and
the number of simple chords in a random chord diagram. Using size-bias coupling
and Stein’s method, we obtain bounds on the Kolmogorov distance between the
distribution of the number of crossings and a standard normal random variable,
and on the total variation distance between the distribution of the number of
simple chords and a Poisson random variable. As an application, we provide
explicit error bounds on the number of chord diagrams containing no simple
chords.

1. Introduction

A chord diagram of size n is a matching of 2n points on a circle, labeled in
clockwise order, with each matching corresponding to a chord. Alternatively, we
can represent it as a linearized chord diagram by placing 2n points on a line in
increasing order and connecting pairs by arcs. See Figure 1 for an example. There
are (2n− 1)!! chord diagrams of size n.

A matching, or fixed-point free involution, is a permutation π ∈ S2n such that
π2 = 1 and π(i) 6= i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}. Thus we may represent a chord diagram,
Cn, by its corresponding matching, π, and write Cn = Cn(π) = π. In the remainder
of the paper, we go back and forth between Cn and π to denote a chord diagram
whenever one representation is more useful in context than the other. For example,
the chord diagram in Figure 1 can be written as a matching in cycle notation as
π = (1 8)(2 9)(3 4)(5 7)(6 10)(11 12).

We now define terminology and fix some notation that will be used throughout
the paper. For a positive integer n, let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. We denote (2n − 1)!! to
be the product of odd integers from 1 to 2n − 1. If there exists positive constants
c and n0 such that an ≤ cbn for all n ≥ n0, then we write an = O(bn). The chord
connecting any two points x and y is denoted by (x, y).

A connected chord diagram is a diagram where no set of chords can be separated
from the remaining chords by a line. A component is a maximal connected subdia-
gram. The root component is the component that contains the point labeled 1. A
crossing is a quadruple (i, j, k, ℓ), with i < j < k < ℓ, such that (i, k) and (j, ℓ) are
chords. On the other hand, a nesting is a quadruple (i, j, k, ℓ), with i < j < k < ℓ,
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Figure 1. A chord diagram and its linearized version.

such that (i, ℓ) and (j, k) are chords. A simple chord is a chord that connects two
consecutive endpoints; that is, a simple chord is of the form (i, i + 1), for i ∈ [2n],
where addition is understood to be modulo 2n. For example, the chord diagram in
Figure 1 has 4 crossings, 4 nestings, 3 components, and 2 simple chords.

The enumeration of chord diagrams was initiated by Touchard in [30], where
he found a bivariate generating function for Tn,k, the number of chord diagrams

of size n with exactly k crossings. In particular, this gives Tn,0 = 1
n+1

(2n
n

)

, the
classical result that the number of nonintersecting chord diagrams of size n is given
by the nth Catalan number. Riordan [27] extended Touchard’s results by finding
an explicit formula for Tn,k in the form of an alternating sum. This allows for the
computation of Tn,k for moderately sized n and k, however obtaining asymptotics
on Tn,k as n, k → ∞ remains difficult.

Probabilistic questions have also been studied. Using recurrence relations, Stein
and Everett [29] showed that the probability a random chord diagram is connected
approaches 1/e as n → ∞. Flajolet and Noy [16] used generating functions and
analytic combinatorics to find the asymptotic distributions of the number of com-
ponents, the size of the largest component, and the number of crossings. Moreover
they showed that a random chord diagram ismonolithic with high probability, mean-
ing it consists of one large connected component and some isolated chords. In [10],
Chen et al showed that the crossing numbers and nesting numbers of matchings
have a symmetric joint distribution. More recently, Acan [1] extended Flajolet and
Noy’s results about the components of a random chord diagram in several direc-
tions, and Acan and Pittel [2] discovered the emergence of a giant component in
the intersection graph of a random chord diagram, under some conditions on the
number of crossings.

Chord diagrams have found applications in a wide variety of fields such as topol-
ogy, random graph theory, biology, quantum field theory, and free probability [3, 8,
9, 18, 23, 24, 25, 26].

1.1. Main Results. Let µ and ν be probability distributions. The total variation

distance between µ and ν is

dTV (µ, ν) := sup
A⊆Ω

|µ(A)− ν(A)|
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where Ω is a measurable space. The Kolmogorov distance between µ and ν is

dK(µ, ν) := sup
x∈R

|µ(−∞, x]− ν(−∞, x]|.

If X and Y are random variables with distributions µ and ν, respectively, then we
write dK(X,Y ) to denote the Kolmogorov distance between the distributions of X
and Y , and similarly for dTV .

In [16], Flajolet and Noy used generating functions to prove a central limit the-
orem for the number of crossings in a random chord diagram. Another proof using
weighted dependency graphs was given by Feray in [14]. The main difficulty with
the crossing statistic is that occurrences of crossings in disjoint sets of indices are
not independent events.

Our main result gives a rate of convergence for the asymptotic normality of the
number of crossings by providing an upper bound of order n−1/2 on the Kolmogorov
distance between the standardized number of crossings and a standard normal ran-
dom variable.

Theorem 1.1. Let Xn be the number of crossings in a random chord diagram of

size n ≥ 2. Let Wn = Xn−µn

σn

, where µn = EXn and σ2
n = Var(Xn). Then

dK(Wn, Z) = O

(

1√
n

)

,

where Z is a standard normal random variable.

The proof uses size-bias coupling and Stein’s method. A major advantage of using
Stein’s method in proving limit theorems is that it gives explicit error bounds on
the distributional convergence.

Size-bias coupling and Stein’s method have previously been used to prove cen-
tral limit theorems, for example, by Conger and Viswanath [13] for the number
of inversions and descents of permutations of multisets, Betken [7] for the number
of isolated vertices in preferential attachment random graphs, and He [19] for the
number of descents in a Mallows distributed permutation and its inverse.

We also use size-bias coupling and Stein’s method to obtain an upper bound on
the total variation distance between the number of simple chords and a Poisson
random variable.

Theorem 1.2. Let Sn be the number of simple chords in a random chord diagram

of size n and let Y be a Poisson(1) random variable. Then

dTV (Sn, Y ) = O

(

1

n

)

.

As an application of Theorem 1.2, we obtain absolute error bounds on the number
of chord diagrams of size n which contain no simple chords.

Theorem 1.3. Let s(n) be the number of chord diagrams of size n with no simple

chords. Then

(2n − 1)!!

e

(

e−
1

2n−1 − 10

n

)

≤ s(n) ≤ (2n− 1)!!

e

(

e−
1

2n−1 +
10

n

)

.
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We remark that Stein’s method via size-bias coupling has been successfully used
to prove Poisson limit theorems. Some examples are in Angel, van der Hofstad,
and Holmgren [4] for the number self-loops and multiple edges in the configuration
model, Arratia and DeSalvo [5] for completely effective error bounds for Stirling
numbers of the first and second kinds, Goldstein and Reinert [17] for the size of the
intersection of random subsets of [n], and Holmgren and Janson [21] for sums of
functions of subtrees of random binary search trees and random recursive trees.

1.2. Outline. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief
overview of size-bias coupling and Stein’s method. We then construct a size-bias
coupling for the number of crossings and combine this with a size-bias coupling
version of Stein’s method to prove Theorem 1.1.

In Section 3 we use size-bias coupling and Stein’s method for Poisson approxima-
tion to prove Theorem 1.2. We then use this to prove Theorem 1.3.

We conclude the paper with final remarks and some open problems.

2. Crossings

A crossing in a chord diagram, Cn, is a quadruple (a, b, c, d) with a < b < c < d
such that (a, c) and (b, d) are chords in Cn. Let Xn be the number of crossings in

Cn. Let N =
(

2n
4

)

and order the set of quadruples (a, b, c, d), with a < b < c < d, in
some arbitrary but fixed labeling. Let 1(i,j) be the indicator random variable that
chord (i, j) is in Cn. For a quadruple k = (a, b, c, d), let Yk = 1(a,c)1(b,d), so that Yk

is the indicator random variable that the quadruple k forms a crossing in Cn. Then

we can write Xn as a sum of indicators as Xn =
∑N

k=1 Yk.
The next lemma is useful for the remainder of the paper. We omit the straight-

forward proof.

Lemma 2.1. Given distinct i1, . . . , ik, j1, . . . , jk ∈ [2n], the probability that a ran-

dom chord diagram, Cn, contains the set of chords {(im, jm)}1≤m≤k is

P ({(im, jm)}1≤m≤k ∈ Cn) =
(2n− 2k − 1)!!

(2n − 1)!!
=

1

(2n − 1) · · · (2n − 2k + 1)
.

2.1. Mean and Variance. Let µn = E(Xn) and σ2
n = Var(Xn) be the mean and

variance of Xn. The exact values for µ and σ were stated without proof in [27].
It was subsequently proven via generating functions in [16], where moments of any
fixed order was determined. A more direct proof using the method of indicators,
with some computer assistance for the variance computation, was given in [14].

Lemma 2.2 ([16], Theorem 3). Let Xn be the number of crossings in a random

chord diagram of size n. Then

µn =
n(n− 1)

6
and σ2

n =
n(n− 1)(n+ 3)

45
.
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2.2. Size-Bias Coupling and Stein’s Method. Let X be a non-negative integer-
valued random variable with finite mean. Then Xs has the size-bias distribution of
X if

P (Xs = x) =
xP (X = x)

EX
.

A size-bias coupling is a pair (X,Xs) of random variables defined on the same
probability space such that Xs has the size-bias distribution of X. To prove our
main theorem, we will use the following size-bias coupling version of Stein’s method.

Theorem 2.3. Let X ≥ 0 be a random variable such that µ = EX < ∞ and

Var(X) = σ2. Let Xs have the size-bias distribution with respect to X. If W = X−µ
σ

and Z ∼ N(0, 1), then

dK(W,Z) ≤ 2µ

σ2

√

Var(E[Xs −X | X]) +
8µ|Xs −X|2

σ3
.

Proof. This follows by applying Construction 3A to Corollary 2.6 in [12]. �

Observe that this implies a central limit theorem if both error terms on the right
hand side go to zero.

We now turn to the construction of a size-biased version of the number of crossings
Xn. We use the following recipe provided in [28] for coupling a random variable X
with its size-bias version Xs.

Let X =
∑n

i=1 Xi where Xi ≥ 0 and µi = EXi.

(1) For each i ∈ [n], let Xs
i have the size-bias distribution of Xi independent of

(Xk)k 6=i and (Xs
k)k 6=i. Given Xs

i = x, define the vector (X
(i)
k )k 6=i to have the

distribution of (Xk)k 6=i conditional on Xi = x.
(2) Choose a random summand XI , where the index I is chosen, independent

of all else, with probability P (I = i) = µi/µ, where µ = EX.

(3) Define Xs =
∑

k 6=I X
(I)
k +Xs

I .

If Xs is constructed by Items (1)-(3) above, then Xs has the size-bias distribution
of X. As a special case, note that if the Xi is a zero-one random variable, then its
size-bias distribution is Xs

i = 1. We summarize this as the following proposition.

Proposition 2.4 ([28], Corollary 3.24). Let X1, . . . ,Xn be zero-one random vari-

ables and let pi := P (Xi = 1). For each i ∈ [n], let (X
(i)
k ) have the distribution

of (Xk)k 6=i conditional on Xi = 1. If X =
∑n

i=1Xi, µ = EX, and I is chosen

independent of all else with P (I = i) = pi/µ, then Xs =
∑

k 6=I X
(I)
k + 1 has the

size-bias distribution of X.

2.3. Construction. Following steps (1)-(3) above, we construct a random variable
Xs

n having the size-bias distribution with respect to the number of crossings Xn.
Fix a chord diagram Cn and let Xn be the number of crossings. Pick an index

I = (a, b, c, d) uniformly at random from [N ], independent of all else. We form a
new chord diagram Cs

n as follows. If YI = 1, set Cs
n = Cn. Otherwise, there is no

crossing at index I. Delete all edges containing a, b, c, d as endpoints. Then form
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the edges (a, c) and (b, d), so that there is a crossing at index I. Finally form the
edges (π(a), π(c)) and (π(b), π(d)). Let Cs

n be the resulting chord diagram.

Set Xs
n =

∑

k 6=I Y
(I)
k + 1, where Y

(I)
k is the indicator random variable that the

new chord diagram Cs
n has a crossing at index k. Observe that Cs

n is a uniformly
random chord diagram, conditioned on YI = 1, since the chord diagram formed by

the points [N ]\I is a uniformly random chord diagram on 2n−4 points. Thus (Y
(I)
k )

has the desired distribution of (Yk)k 6=I conditional on YI = 1. By Proposition 2.4,
Xs

n has the size-bias distribution of Xn. We record this as the following proposition.

Proposition 2.5. Let Xn be the number of crossings in a random chord diagram

of size n. Let Xs
n be constructed as above. Then Xs

n has the size-bias distribution of

Xn.

2.4. Central Limit Theorem for the Number of Crossings. In this section
we use the size-bias coupling from the previous section combined with the size-bias
version of Stein’s method, Theorem 2.3, to prove Theorem 1.1. The main difficulty
is in bounding the variance term of Theorem 2.3. The following lemma will be
useful.

Lemma 2.6 ([19], Lemma 5.1). Let X and Y be random variables with |X| ≤ C1

and |Y | ≤ C2. Let A be some event such that conditional on A, X and Y are

uncorrelated. Then

|cov(X,Y )| ≤ 4C1C2P (Ac).

We begin by bounding the variance term in Theorem 2.3.

Lemma 2.7. Let Xn be the number of crossings in a random chord diagram, π,
and let Xs

n have the size-bias distribution with respect to Xn. Then

Var(E[Xs
n −Xn | Xn]) = O(n).

Proof. First note that

Var(E[Xs
n −Xn | Xn]) ≤ Var(E[Xs

n −Xn | π]).

Let X
(i)
n denote Xs

n conditioned to have a crossing at index I = i. Then

E(Xs
n −Xn | π) =

N
∑

i=1

E(Xs
n −Xn | π, I = i)P (I = i) =

1

N

N
∑

i=1

(X(i)
n −Xn),

where X
(i)
n −Xn is the change in the number of crossings. Thus we can write the

variance as

Var(E[Xs
n −Xn | π]) = 1

N2

∑

1≤i,j≤N

cov(X(i)
n −Xn,X

(j)
n −Xn),

By construction, |X(i)
n −Xn| ≤ 4n since there are at most four new chords in πs

and each chord either creates or destroys at most n new crossings. We split up the
sum according to whether the two sets of indices i, j satisfy |i∩ j| 6= 0 or |i∩ j| = 0.
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Observe that the number of variance terms is at most n4 and the number of
covariance terms with |i ∩ j| 6= 0 is at most 16n7. For these terms, it is enough to
use the bound

cov(X(i)
n −Xn,X

(j)
n −Xn) ≤ 16n2.

Thus the contribution of these variance and covariance terms to the sum is upper
bounded by 16n2(n4 + 16n7) ≤ 272n9.

It remains to bound covariance terms such that |i ∩ j| = 0. There are at
most n8 such terms. Suppose i = (a, b, c, d) and j = (e, f, g, h). Define iπ :=
(π(a), π(b), π(c), π(d)) and jπ := (π(e), π(f), π(g), π(h)), the corresponding end-
points paired with the points in i and j, respectively, where possibly i ∩ iπ 6= ∅,
j ∩ jπ 6= ∅, iπ ∩ j 6= ∅, or jπ ∩ i 6= ∅.

Let A be the event given by the set of chord diagrams π such that |iπ ∩ j| =
|jπ ∩ i| = 0, which is the event where the neighbors of i are disjoint from j and

the neighbors of j are disjoint from i. Then conditional event A, X
(i)
n − Xn and

X
(j)
n −Xn are independent.
To see this, observe that under the size-bias construction of π(i) from π, the edges

(a, c), (b, d), (π(a), π(c)), and (π(b), π(d)) are created, while the edges (a, π(a)),
(b, π(b)), (c, π(c)), (d, π(d)) are destroyed. Define Bi to be this set of edges which

are created and destroyed edges under the size-bias construction of π(i) from π.

Then the difference X
(i)
n −Xn is only dependent on crossings which contain at least

one edge from Bi. Similarly, define Bj to be the set of edges which are created

and destroyed under the size-bias construction of π(j) from π. Then the difference

X
(j)
n −Xn is only dependent on crossings which contain at least one edge from Bj .

Finally note that the event A implies that Bi and Bj are disjoint sets. It follows

that conditional on A, X
(i)
n −Xn and X

(j)
n −Xn are independent.

We now bound the probability that the complementary event Ac occurs. Observe
that Ac is a subset of the union of events {π : π(k) = ℓ}, where the union is taken
over all k ∈ {a, b, c, d} and ℓ ∈ {e, f, g, h}. By the union bound and Lemma 2.1,
P (Ac) ≤ 16

2n−1 .

Thus by Lemma 2.6, the covariance terms such that |i ∩ j| = 0 is bounded by

|cov(X(i)
n −Xn,X

(j)
n −Xn)| ≤ 4(4n)2 · 16

2n− 1
≤ 1024n.

Therefore the contribution of these covariance terms is 1024n9.
Combining the covariance terms above gives

Var(E[Xs
n −Xn | π]) ≤ 272n9 + 1024n9

N2
≤ (432)2n,

which gives the desired O(n) upper bound. �

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let (Xn,X
s
n) be the size-bias coupling from Section 2.3, so

that by Proposition 2.5 Xs
n has the size-bias distribution of Xn. By construction,

we have that |Xs
n −Xn| ≤ 4n. Moreover n ≥ 2, we have that µn ≤ n2

6 and σ2
n ≥ n3

45 .
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Therefore by Lemmas 2.2, 2.7 and Theorem 2.3,

dK(Wn, Z) ≤ 2µn

σ2
n

√

Var(E[Xs
n −Xn | Xn]) +

8µn|Xs
n −Xn|2
σ3
n

.

≤ 2n2

6
· 45
n3

· 432n1/2 +
8n2

6
· 45

3/2

n9/2
· 16n2

≤ 12920n−1/2.

It follows that dK(Wn, Z) = O(n−1/2) as desired. �

Theorem 1.1 shows that dK(Wn, Z) → 0 as n → ∞. Therefore we recover the
central limit theorem for the number of crossings, along with a rate of convergence.

3. Simple Chords

Let Sn be the number of simple chords in a random chord diagram of size n. We
can write Sn as a sum of indicators as Sn =

∑2n
k=1Xk, where Xk is the indicator

random variable that (k, k + 1) is a simple chord in Cn.

3.1. Poisson Limit Theorem for Simple Chords. Recall the relevant defini-
tions and properties of size-bias distributions and size-bias couplings from Section
2. We will use the following size-bias coupling version of Stein’s method for Poisson
approximation to prove the Poisson limit theorem for the number of simple chords.

Theorem 3.1 ([28], Theorem 4.13). Let W ≥ 0 be an integer-valued random

variable such that E(W ) = λ > 0 and let W s be a size-bias coupling of W . If

Z ∼ Poisson(λ), then

dTV (W,Z) ≤ min{1, λ}E|W + 1−W s|.

Next we follow steps (1)-(3) from Section 2.2 to construct the size-bias distribution
Ss
n with respect to Sn. Fix a chord diagram π. Pick an index I ∈ [2n] uniformly

at random, independent of π. If XI = 1, set πs = π. Otherwise, let πs be the
chord diagram such that πs(I) = I + 1, πs(π(I)) = π(I + 1), and πs(k) = π(k)
for k /∈ {I, I + 1, π(I), π(I + 1)}. That is, πs is the chord diagram that results by
creating the simple chord (I, I + 1), the chord (π(I), π(I + 1)), and fixing all other

chords. Finally, let Ss
n =

∑

k 6=I X
(I)
k + 1, where X

(I)
k is the indicator that πs has

the simple chord (k, k+1). It is clear that (X
(i)
k )k 6=i has the distribution of (Xk)k 6=i

conditional on Xi = 1, so by Proposition 2.4 we have that (Sn, S
s
n) is a size-bias

coupling. We record this in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2. Let Sn be the number of simple chords in a random chord diagram

of size n. Let Ss
n be constructed as above. Then Ss

n has the size-bias distribution of

Sn.

With the size-bias coupling established, we now prove Theorem 1.2.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let Sn =
∑2n

k=1Xk be the number of chords in a random
chord diagram Cn and let Yn be a Poisson(λn) random variable, where λn := ESn =
2n

2n−1 . By Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1,

dTV (Sn, Yn) ≤ min{1, λn}E|Sn + 1− Ss
n| = E

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

XI +
∑

k 6=I

Xk −X
(I)
k

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ EXI +
∑

k 6=I

E
∣

∣

∣Xk −X
(I)
k

∣

∣

∣ .

The first term on the right hand side is

EXI =

2n
∑

i=1

E(Xi)P (I = i) =
1

2n− 1

2n
∑

i=1

1

2n − 1
=

2n

(2n − 1)2
.

For the second term, we consider two cases. If k = i ± 1, then X
(i)
k = 0, so that

Xk −X
(i)
k is a zero-one random variable that equals one if and only if Xk = 1. This

gives E(Xi −X
(i)
i ) = P (Xk = 1) = 1

2n−1 .

Otherwise, suppose k ∈ [2n] \ {i, i± 1}. Observe that X
(i)
k ≥ Xk by the size-bias

coupling construction. It follows that X
(i)
k −Xk is a zero-one random variable that

equals one if and only if (i, k), (i + 1, k + 1) ∈ Cn or (i, k + 1), (i + 1, k) ∈ Cn. This
event occurs with probability 2

(2n−1)(2n−3) . Thus

∑

k 6=I

E
∣

∣

∣Xk −X
(I)
k

∣

∣

∣ =

2n
∑

i=1

1

2n− 1

∑

k 6=i

E
∣

∣

∣Xk −X
(i)
k

∣

∣

∣

=

2n
∑

i=1

1

2n− 1





∑

k=i±1

E(Xk −X
(i)
k ) +

∑

k/∈{i,i±1}

E(X
(i)
k −Xk)





=

2n
∑

i=1

1

2n− 1

(

2

2n − 1
+

2(2n − 3)

(2n − 1)(2n − 3)

)

=
8n

(2n − 1)2
.

Combining the above gives

dTV (Sn, Yn) ≤
2n

(2n − 1)2
+

8n

(2n− 1)2
=

10n

(2n− 1)2
≤ 10

n
.

Finally, since λn → 1 as n → ∞, it follows that dTV (Yn, Y ) → 0. Therefore

dTV (Sn, Y ) = O

(

1

n

)

. �

Theorem 1.2 shows that Sn converges in distribution to a Poisson(1) random
variable.
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3.2. Chord Diagrams with No Simple Chords. As an application of Theorem
1.2, we obtain absolute error bounds on the number of chord diagrams of size n that
contain no simple chords, for all n ≥ 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let Sn be the number of simple chords in a random chord
diagram of size n and let Yn be a Poisson(λn) random variable, where λn = 2n

2n−1 =

1 + 1
2n−1 . By definition of total variation distance,

dTV (Sn, Yn) ≥ |P (Sn = 0)− P (Yn = 0)| =
∣

∣

∣

∣

s(n)

(2n− 1)!!
− e−λn

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

for all n ≥ 1. Applying Theorem 1.2 gives
∣

∣

∣

∣

s(n)

(2n − 1)!!
− e−λn

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ 10

n
,

and rearranging yields

(2n − 1)!!

e

(

e−
1

2n−1 − 10

n

)

≤ s(n) ≤ (2n− 1)!!

e

(

e−
1

2n−1 +
10

n

)

. �

From Proposition 1.3, we get that

s(n) =
(2n − 1)!!

e
(1 + o(1)),

which implies that s(n) is asymptotically (2n−1)!!
e . Therefore the probability that a

random chord diagram of size n contains no simple chords is asymptotically 1
e .

4. Final Remarks

4.1. A chord has length j if it is of the form (i, i + j + 1), for i ∈ [2n], where
addition is understood to be modulo 2n. Let Lj be the number of length j chords
in a random chord diagram of size n. Note that simple chords are length 0 chords.
Acan [1] proved that for 0 ≤ j ≤ n−2, Lj converges in distribution to a Poisson(1),
but did not provide a convergence rate. Using essentially the same argument as
in the proof of Theorem 1.2, one can obtain a O(n−1) upper bound on the total
variation distance between the distribution of Lj and a Poisson(1) random variable.

4.2. Kim [22] showed that the number of descents in a random matching is asymp-
totically normal. It should be tractable to use size-bias coupling and Stein’s method
to find the rate of convergence.

4.3. Feray [14] introduced the theory of weighted dependency graphs and gave a
normality criterion in this context. As an application, he gave another proof of
the asymptotic normality of the number of crossings in a random chord diagram.
It would be interesting to see if there is a Stein’s method version for weighted
dependency graphs, analogous to the one for regular dependency graphs in [6]. In
another direction, Feray [14] states that weighted dependency graphs can be used
to prove a central limit theorem for the number of k-crossings. It may be possible
to use Stein’s method to obtain a rate of convergence.
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4.4. Chern, Diaconis, Kane, and Rhoades [11] showed that the number of crossings
in a uniformly chosen set partition of [n] is asymptotically normal. Note that a
chord diagram is a special case corresponding to a partition of [2n] into n blocks,
each of size 2. More recently, Feray [15] generalized this result and used weighted
dependency graphs to prove central limit theorems for the number of occurrences of
any fixed pattern in multiset permutations and set partitions. Is it possible to use
size-bias coupling and Stein’s method to obtain rates of convergence?

4.5. Fix n ≥ 1, which will denote the number of vertices in a random graph. Let
d = (d1, . . . , dn), with di ≥ 1 for all i ∈ [n], be a degree sequence. That is, vertex
i has degree di. Consider 2m half-edges (so that two half-edges can be connected
to form a single edge), where 2m =

∑n
i=1 di, and perform a random matching of

these half-edges. The resulting random graph CMn(d) is called the configuration

model with degree sequence d (see [20], Ch. 7). Note that random chord diagrams
correspond to the special case where the number of vertices is 2n and the degree
sequence consists of all 1’s. What is the asymptotic distribution of the number of
crossings in the configuration model?
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